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Hello Everybody, 

Welcome to another Woodford Gazette! We did tell you last time that we would be very posh with new 

stage curtains. Well, it’s happened, we have new stage curtains! 

Prior to hanging the curtains a gang of us pressed them, it was a lovely afternoon out so to speak and 

Barbara Harris made some wry observations about “The Curtains Wot We Pressed” . As for the disposal of 

the old curtains—well that’s a whole tale in itself best told by Carolyn and Pat in our next Gazette. 

THE DAY WE HUNG THE CURTAINS  -  Barbara Harris 

Woodford Players badly needed new stage curtains which, by definition, would require a lot 
of material, what with black out material, the pelmet and the enormous amount of the     
actual stage  curtaining itself. This was going to be very expensive with the material and 
the labour.  

However, Players are very fortunate to have a member who is a seamstress extraordinaire, 
and she said “I can do that for you” – of course I speak of Jude Craig, Players’ wonderful 
wardrobe mistress. Jude made the curtains at home, no mean feat given the dimensions of 
the fabric and the fact that she was negotiating an assault course better known as a    
physiotherapy regime as a result of an injured right shoulder. 

When the curtains were made they required ironing and hanging. Jude brought them down 

to the Centre where busy Queen bees were put to work with irons whilst others were   

feeding the miles of material through to the ironers whilst drinking lots of tea, scoffing 

cake, gossiping and generally getting the craic. Really good fun. In the meantime other 

busy worker bees (Graham and Trevor) were doing clever techy things on scaffolding with 

a brand new rail, an eye-wateringly expensive brand new rail, in the roof of the stage. The 

following pictures tell the story better than words: 

 

We need to shift it  

up a bit and to the 

right…..Is anyone 

making a brew? 

By gum—she’s a 

strong lass…. 

Yes, not a bad bit of pressing girls but 

you missed a bit here…. 

Only joking! 



Another one of those 

techy conversations….. 

The Chorus Line! 

Barbara, Pat, Carolyn, Val and 

Monica. 

The curtain maker herself modelling the new stage curtains whilst wearing a carefully chosen, colour                     

co-ordinated, rugby shirt!  Jude told us that it was the only thing on her mind when she got dressed that       

morning—must wear something that matches the curtains ha ha  

(One would expect nothing less from La Craig) 



 

As mentioned earlier, all things being equal, we will be staging the wonderful, madcap,    

fast-paced play, Around The World in 80 Days in April 2022. Auditions will be October 4th 

2021 and details will be on the website in August. 

More excitement! 

The GMDF One Act Play Festival is back 

and it’s back for a two week event next 

year to celebrate its 60th anniversary! 

Woodford Players will be entering this 

prestigious festival with at least one 

play so watch this space for  

further details. 

https://new.gmdf.org/2022-one-act-play-festival/
https://new.gmdf.org/2022-one-act-play-festival/


Derek Snowdon 

 

It all started in Cirencester. Pat and I were in the habit of visiting 
the town on a fairly frequent basis in our touring caravan, it is a 
good base for touring The Cotswolds and visiting places like Bath 
and Bristol. There is an old-fashioned traditional outfitters in    
Cirencester, you know the sort of place, very tweedy and 
broguey. It also happens to have a wide range of cravats of which 
I am particularly fond. 

About twelve years ago when visiting the town we were browsing 
the shop and I noticed a particularly fine and particularly           
expensive looking pair of plum coloured trousers which much 
against the distaff’s opinion and advice, I decided to buy. 

All went well for a couple of years, the trousers were close fitting 
and I thought them very smart, however with time and washing 
they gradually faded to a rather fetching pink. Also due to the 
metabolic vagaries of ageing, they mysteriously appeared to 
shrink. The result was a rather effeminate looking pair of tight 
trousers with which after wearing for an hour I could have joined 
the Vienna Boys Choir. 

Sadly, after lingering for some months in the wardrobe, Pat persuaded me to part with them to a charity 
shop. 

At this time, we were preparing for our first theatre supper and we were rehearsing three one act plays 
from Peter Quilter’s “Duets”. Tom Dawson was playing Barrie in “Secretarial Skills”, Barrie is a camp 
American for which he needed some appropriate clothing. After rehearsal on this particular night Tom 
said, “What I could really do with is a pair of pink trousers”, you can imagine my amusement and Tom’s 
delight when I told him exactly which charity shop he could get some. 

Now Tom is a little bigger than me so the result was that on stage he really looked the part, the trousers 
were very tight and the only way he could move on stage was by taking tiny mincing steps and from the 
auditorium I don’t think the tears in his eyes could be seen! 

I think that Tom was very relieved that we were only playing for two nights! 

During the recent Big Fat Wardobe Sort Out First Foray there was a bellowing from the balcony, “Derek, 
are these the famous pink trousers?” and  lo and behold what should Jude be brandishing but those 
dreaded pink trousers - we put them back. 

A great moment in the history of Wardrobe sport! 

Whilst on the subject of pink and wardrobe—all the best 

plays have a wardrobe malfunction! 

Sue Mooney (playing Barbara Cartland) in “Bothered and 

Bewildered” ploughed on bravely despite her gorgeous hat 

taking a southward dive. 



 
Constructing a Costume Plot Part 2. Part 1 was quite a time ago—if you need to refresh 

your memory you can see it here   -  Jude Craig Wardrobe 

Once the costume plot is drawn up, all subject to alteration of course, the 

next step is to attend the first rehearsal and measure up the cast. At this 

point certain costumes spring to mind because I know what we already 

have in wardrobe and what will fit the cast member. If we are lucky at this 

point several costumes get solved in one hit which leaves all other           

costumes to be sourced. 

Sourcing costumes is a mixed bag. Begging, stealing and borrowing        

features quite heavily, charity shop trawling, online shopping, making from 

scratch and hiring in are all options. Wherever possible we obviously use 

what we already have in wardrobe and whatever the cast members are able 

to provide for themselves.  

 Beyond that we need to be more creative. Some things are easy and other not so easy. I think 

it’s fair to say that uniforms and wigs present the most problems. Happily, there are several 

suppliers of both but it has to be borne in mind that firstly such items are expensive and       

secondly, because they are hired in altering them to fit perfectly is not an option. Generally 

speaking, they also will not arrive much before technical rehearsal so if something really, really 

doesn’t fit then essentially you are snookered as there is little or no time to obtain a               

replacement. 

As rehearsals progress more visits to same are required. As I said earlier, a common problem 

is a change in the cast which can occur for a variety of reasons, this sometimes presents large 

problems  depending on how near curtain up is and how different in shape and size the         

replacement cast member is. It is also important to see just how the play “hangs together” and 

to discuss with props and the Director the nature of the set. It is necessary to know this         

because when costuming a play it helps not to have a character’s outfit exactly match the wall-

paper! Personally I always like to see the colour balance across the stage and make sure that 

say for example there are two dominant characters in the play who have a lot of close           

interaction together that they aren’t always dressed in the same colours. It’s sometimes not 

possible to do anything about differing the colours of a two such costumes so in that instance 

we need to be more creative in making them slightly different in order to fix association in the 

audience’s minds with the particular character. The other very important aspect of attending   

rehearsals is to nail the entrances and exits and identify any quick costume changes. It’s no 

use having a dresser wandering around stage left when an actor comes off stage right and      

re-enters the play stage right in an entirely different costume, the dresser needs to be stage 

right! At this point I would identify just how much extra backstage help is needed or not as the 

case may be. 

The rehearsal process culminates in the tech rehearsal and then the dress rehearsal. I make 

sure I attend both of these very important rehearsals, lots of little niggly bits and pieces get 

ironed out here. 

That’s it then until opening night and the rest of the run when it becomes a case of running     
repairs, making sure costumes are pressed, clean, washed if necessary and so on. After what 
is hopefully a hitch free run comes the task of sorting all the costumes out in terms of what 
needs washing, what needs repairing, what needs going to the dry cleaners, returning hired in 
items, boxing up wigs etc. Gin, red wine and chocolate are all suitable aids to ensuring that this       
process runs smoothly – and that folks is how a costume plot comes off the page and onto the 
stage. 

 

http://woodfordplayers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Costume-Plot-Part-1.pdf


MUMMY TROUBLES  -  Pat Snowdon, Props Mistress 

The year was 1984, the play was “The Bride And The Bachelor” and the Woodford Players 
needed an Egyptian Mummy which was essential to the plot. 

I came home from a rehearsal one night and informed Derek that we had been asked to find 
a Mummy, to which Derek replied “Wait outside the school gates!” “ No I said, an Egyptian 
mummy”, to which Derek replied “WHAT!!!!” 

I then suggested that it might be best to try and 
make one as Egyptian mummies are pretty hard to 
come by in this neighbourhood. Derek has always 
been skilful at making things, he made a lot of toys 
for the      children when they were younger. Initially 
his reaction was a grumpy “No!!!” However over the 
next few days the idea began to appeal more and 
more, but where to start? 

Eventually after much thought we decided to make 
the body out of cardboard boxes glued together, we 
could also use papier-mâché for the curvy bits. The 
long sturdy boxes that the supermarkets transported 
eggs in were ideal. We roughly fashioned the torso 
and legs and glued everything together and covered 
it with papier-mâché. For the head I suggested a      
balloon inflated and covered with papier-mâché, 
Derek said that it would not work, Derek was wrong! 

We painted the mummy with several coats of white      
emulsion paint and sat down to think how to       
decorate it. 

There is a very fine collection of Egyptian Mummies 
in Manchester Museum so we scurried off there and 

spent a very pleasant and fruitful afternoon studying the mummies and came away armed 
with pictures, postcards and all sorts of information about mummies and hieroglyphics. 

The painting of the mummy took a great deal of time, lots of different paints and lots of  
coffee and tea. The eyes were a problem which I overcame by snipping the handles off two 
white plastic teaspoons and glueing them in place. 

To this day we are unsure of the meanings of the hieroglyphics we painted on and just hope 
that we didn’t incur the wrath of the Pharaohs! 

The play was a great success and the mummy was much admired, regrettably we lost touch 
with her after the play and have no idea what happened to her, we had grown very fond of 
our mummy in the weeks of her gestation and even had a name for her………... 

Tut an Cardboard! 



 

A recollection from Wilson 

"Going back to my schooldays - one of our old boys was an ASM at the Shakespeare theatre in Stratford. We 
invariably did Shakespeare, and when we did he would procure costumes for us. 

One of the more memorable plays was Henry VIII. The costumes were enormous, very heavy and extremely 
smelly! A lot of them had Cashes name tapes sewn into them......and I'd better stop there before I give away 
secrets of some well known luvvies" 

Being a member of the scenery team   -  James Cawley, OFC.,CDM.,UCP. 

Drinks ready!  

The Woodford Players scenery team, of which I am a member for my sins, surveys the 
handiwork of their efforts in their mid-morning tea break - life size replica of Niagara Falls 
complete with man in a barrel 'going over the edge' - only kidding - but this example is to 
illustrate the way the considerable skills of the OFC ensure that almost any Director's request 
- however tricky - can be fulfilled with aplomb and consummate skill. 

From the moment I joined up, I realised that nothing construction wise, or technically       
demanding seemed to faze the 'lads'  

Coming from a graphics background, I'm able to sort the posters and banners side of things, 
as well as getting stuck into the artwork demands of scenery - anything from a bespoke   
bottle of beer to a flock of life-size wooden cut-out sheep would be typical items to create. 

I'm looking forward to our next production "Around the World in Eighty Days", for which I 
have already learned that one of the many requirements will be a sixteen feet wide map of 
the world - should be no problem (hopefully)! 

Biscuit anyone? 



 

“I love acting. It is so much more real than life. .” ― Oscar Wilde 

Next time we will be hearing about the art of a quick costume change, more about Tom’s 

pristine Calvin Kleins (see prev gazette for first CK episode), one act plays news, Around the 

World in 80 Days progress, more tales from the backstage, our great big fat wardrobe clear 

out(s), plus any other gossip and news. 

As ever, thank you for reading and all you support, we can’t wait to get back on stage and 

welcome you all to WWMCC once more..  

Best wishes Woodford Players 

H 
ave you always fancied treading the boards? Or maybe you are a 

techie type and would love to have a go with a lighting deck or 

sound board? 

None of the above? Well how about the challenge of helping to 

build a stage set or choosing costumes and props for a play? 

Is publicity and marketing your bag? Maybe you’d love to do the meet and greet 

at performances….. 

….an amateur theatre group could be just the thing for you. It’s all great fun 

and we are friendly and never shy about putting the kettle on!  

If it takes your fancy please have a look around our website and drop us an 

email, we don’t bite and look forward to hearing from you. 

www.woodfordplayers.co.uk 

admin@woodfordplayers.co.uk 

http://woodfordplayers.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Gazette-April-21_compressed.pdf
http://www.woodfordplayers.co.uk
mailto:admin@woodfordplayers.co.uk

